Abstract-This work presents a performance study of a Parallel Dynamic Data Driven Genetic Algorithm (Parallel DDDGA) for Forest Fire Prediction. The main objective is to obtain a trade off between prediction quality and the time incurred in that prediction. For this purpose, High Performance Computing is applied to exploit the parallel features of the proposed parallel DDDGA. A framework was developed, including a data driven method where suitable data is injected and Genetic Algorithm convergence is accelerated. Through this work, application time reduction and application scalability is studied.
Introduction
Several times, forest fire predictions are not precise as we would like, due to many uncertainly sources: fire behavior models, landscape representation, hardware and software restrictions, imprecise input parameter values, etc, [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Not only wildland fire environment (topography, weather conditions, fuel features) influences fire spread, but also the fire itself resulting in a very complex fire behavior pattern.
Nowadays, simulation techniques are used to predict forest fire behavior. A classical prediction schemes uses a given forest fire behavior simulator feeding it with the "available" input parameter values generating a forest fire spread evolution.
The main problem when applying this classical prediction method is the low quality of the prediction results. Some reasons of such a misleading results are the inaccurate use of the underlying simulators, a poorly interpretation of the results, incomplete or inexpert simulator operation, etc. Furthermore, applications for forest fire simulation are themselves no exempt of inaccuracy (they are implementing a complex phenomenon, resulting in complex mathematical and physical formulation, and finally, a complex computer code). In addition, geographical information complexity, *This research has been supported by the MICINN-Spain under contract TIN2007-64974 which is modeled by maps, those which are considered as "true information", can also include some limitations [3] .
Simulator input data is another uncertainty source ( [1] ). There are certain parameters that cannot be measured directly, so, they are estimated from indirect measurement techniques. Other parameters can be measured in certain particular points but the value of such parameters must then be interpolated to the whole terrain. Additionally, maps used for describing topography, fuel, moistures, etc. are divided in cells and values into a cell are constant (usually they are the predominant value for the characteristic, in other cases, it is the averaged value). Furthermore, this maps are updated in certain time recurrence, so it is easy to use neither space nor time actual values.
Another important error source is the nature of input parameter values. Some parameter values are constant through fire life, such as terrain features, but another parameter values are dynamic and their values change through time (wind direction and velocity, fuel moisture, etc.). So it is very difficult to have the actual value for these parameters through space and time [4] .
Identifying main forest fire prediction uncertaintly sources, a new method is proposed, where input parameter values are pre-searched and improved, obtaining more accuracy simulations. A Parallel Data Driven Genetic Algorithm is proposed and developed.
Furthermore, response time is crucial through current work field: a fire progress prediction is really useful when it is available in a very short period of time. Thus, response time requirements forces us to obtain a high performance method to predict forest fire behavior.
Predictions quality improvement when proposed method is applied is study through [5] and [6] . In this work, parallel method main characteristics are introduced, and then, a method scalability study is reported.
Parallel Data Driven Genetic Algorithm
The proposed framework consists on two stages: Calibration Stage and Prediction Stage (depicted in figure 1 ). Three instants of time are required for obtaining the final prediction: Calibration Stage performs simulations from instant t i to t i+1 and then, prediction is executed from instant t i+1 to t i+2 . During Calibration Stage, all possible combination of forest fire simulator inputs are considered (simulator fireLib was used as simulation engine [7] [8] [9] ). Input parameter combinations are selected by a Genetic Algorithm [1] [10], which selects the best combinations for simulator input parameters through its iterative generations. Then, a feedback process is executed, where simulations are compared against real fire progress. This comparison allows Genetic Algorithm to evaluate input parameter fitness and improve its characteristics (by genetic operators: selection, elitism, crossover and mutation).
Forest fire simulator fireLib uses a cellular automaton model in order to represent fire progress over the land. Real fire line is available and represented by a map of cells (this real fire line holds fire state for time t i+1 , necessary for this two stages prediction method). Our Genetic Algorithm fitness function (called error function) is based on a cell by cell comparison of simulated map cells and real fire line map cells. Thus, error function determines differences between real fire line and simulated fire line. Genetic Algorithm intents to minimize this error function.
Once Calibration Stage is performed, the best individual (input parameter combination) obtained is used through Prediction Stage, in order to produce the final predicted propagation. Figure 1 shows the proposed methodology, where RF and SF mean Real Fire and Simulated Fire respectively. Due to proposed method requirements, real fire progress is available for instant t i+1 . Then, this real fire map is analyzed in order to obtain useful fire progress information, which is used for steering Genetic Algorithm execution. Thus, fire line is analyzed and main fire line characteristics are obtained: fire velocity, fire spread main direction and distance covered by fire progress.
Slope inclination and aspect are non dynamic input parameters. Neither of them alter its characteristics through wild fire life. Moreover, current massively geographical information availability allow us to consider slope and aspect as fixed and known input parameters values through our application.
Then, real fire line direction and velocity are known, as well as slope main characteristics.
In wild fires field it is well known that wind and slope features combination determines fire progress, which is mainly characterized by fire spread direction and maximum spread velocity.
Then, having fire and slope main characteristics our Dynamic Data Driven Algorithm calculates wind features to achieve fire progress similar to studied one. It means, the method finds the specific wind necessary to achieve real fire progress in a known slope and aspect conditions. Then, ideal wind direction and speed are obtained, and these wind values are injected during Genetic Algorithm execution.
Thus, taking into account the calculated wind values, two steering methods were proposed: Computational Method and Analytical Method. Analysis and tests of their efficiency are out of the scope of this paper and are widely studied in [5] [6]. The goodness of these methods in terms of prediction quality compared to the classical prediction scheme has been also demonstrated.
The goal of this work is to expose performance and scalability analysis of the application. Next section will depict parallel method main features. Then, execution time and application scalability will be analyzed too.
Parallel Dynamic Data Driven Genetic Algorithm
As it is well known, Genetic Algorithms works in an iterative way over a population of individuals. As we had mentioned, through our application each individual consists of a combination of simulator input parameter values.
The initial population (typically generated in a random way) is evolved: Genetic Algorithm applies selection, elitism, crossover and mutation operators to provide a new population that minimizes/maximizes a fitness function. This process is repeated a certain number of times or until the optimum solutions have been reached.
For the case of forest fire spread prediction, the search space of a Genetic Algorithm consists of all possible combinations of the set of input parameters of the underlying simulator. In our particular case of forest fire spread simulation, the elements of the search space (individuals) are all independents, it means, there does not exist relationships or dependences between them. Then, neither time nor order in which simulations are performed are relevant.
Different application task times were evaluated using the monitoring tool MPE Open Graphics ( [11] ). This study shows us that fire spread simulations are the processes with most CPU time requirements from the whole prediction scheme. Figure 2 is one of the MPE graphic obtained, focused on a specific interest zone: fire progress simulation, simulated map analysis and fitness calculation. During this execution, just one process performs all these tasks. As figure legends depict, smooth gray zones are fire progress simulation, while simulated map analysis and fitness (error function) calculation are vertical dark lines. Map analysis and fitness operation are short enough to appear just as a vertical line through application execution pattern. Then, it is straight forward that fire spread simulation is the task with most execution time requirements. Moreover, during Genetic Algorithm progress several simulations are executed. Taking into account these characteristics (response time limits, non simulation dependences and simulation time requirements) master/worker programming paradigm was used for parallelized purposes. In the proposed master/worker scheme, the master process performs Genetic Algorithm operations and distributes population individuals among worker processes. Each time a worker process receives an individual, it performs the fire progress simulation and calculates the error function for the individual. Figure 3 illustrates the implemented parallel master/worker application. In order to avoid this potential problem, individuals are distributed by groups (chunks) instead of individual transmissions. When a worker finalizes the evaluation of a specific chunk, this worker process returns the evaluated chunk to the master process. Then, master process sends another non evaluated chunk to it until all chunks are evaluated.
As we had mentioned, due to our application characteristics, workload is performed by the distribution of chunks of individuals. In this way, worker processes perform the fire spread simulation over all cells of the terrain. Moreover, worker processes have real map at instant time t i+1 in order to perform error function by the maps comparison.
Next section will show experimental results. Several tests were executed, and the evaluation of different method features was obtained. Next sections will show a group of representative tests and a brief analysis of each one will be given.
Experimental Results
The experimentation conducted in this section has been oriented to study two aspects of the parallel DDDGA: the convergence of the method and its scalability.
Convergence Analysis
The convergence analysis of the Genetic Algorithm has been performed by comparing the plain Genetic Algorithm strategy where no steering strategy is applied against the guided Genetic Algorithm where the above mentioned steering strategies (Computational and Analytical) are applied.
This case was performed using a synthetic map, which lasts 14 minutes, divided in 6 time steps of 2 minutes each of them. Map dimensions are 110 x 110m 2 , divided by 1m 2 cells. 400 individuals populations were used. Figure 4 shows different method convergences when Genetic Algorithm evolves 10 times the population. Figure 4 depicts Computational Method convergence. It is straight to see that Computational Method achieves good individual values through its first iterations. More iterations are needed for other Genetic Algorithm configurations in order to achieve high quality simulations. Then, when Genetic Algorithm denotes a faster convergence, less iterations are necessary to achieve good results. In this way, all method response time is reduced, while good quality simulation remains kept.
Several cases had shown the same behavior, so this characteristic can give us the idea of "stability" when Genetic Algorithm is guided toward correct results.
Next figure (figure 5) shows response time analysis. Population sizes and genetic algorithm iterations were fixed while number of processor were varied: 1, 2 and 4 processors were used for current experiment (next subsection will depict more detailed test, where a large cluster was used). As figure 5 shows, execution time decreases when number of computational resources increases. Different proposed methods show similar behavior, then, application scalability is suitable when few processors are used; certainly, this test may correspond to a real use of our application: final user can be a fire department or some governmental department, where computational resources can be few interconnected nodes.
For all tests, used cluster has a queue system that guarantee that when a task is assigned to be executed, this task obtains needed cluster resources in an exclusive form. Thus, a correct time analysis is possible.
Scalability Study
In this test a real case of a prescribed burning was used. Fire line grows in a wide line, and it lasts 14 minutes. Populations with 512 individuals were used for each test (excepting the last test, where population of 527 individual were used). Genetic Algorithm was 5 times evolved in each case. In order to increase execution requirements, time step lasts from minute 2 to minute 10, provoking larger simulations.
Execution time is analyzed when 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 31 workers were used (32 nodes's cluster). Computational Method times and non guiding times are compared. Number of workers is varied in horizontal axis and execution time is presented through vertical axis of figure 6 . Last test uses 31 workers in order to avoid concurrent processes at the same node (that means the master and a worker running at the same node). Figure 6 shows master and workers execution and communication times. Worker times are the average of the different worker times (except when just 1 worker is used).
Execution times had demonstrated that the application is scalable when the number of processors increases. In addition, Computational and non guiding methods had very similar behavior, then we conclude that proposed steering method does not add extra execution time. Computational Method time requirements are not significant.
Furthermore, communication time is very low for all cases, the use of a big number of worker processes does not increase communication time. Then, application performance was not penalized by communication. In addition, having low communication times implies that load balance is achieved, workers do not spend time waiting for receiving new chunks (group of population individuals).
Conclusions
A Parallel Dynamic Data Driven Genetic Algorithm was developed and aspects as communications, load balance, scalability, etc, were carefully studied.
The master/worker programming paradigm has been used to implement the parallel DDDGA for forest fire spread prediction. The application tasks time requirements were studied, concluding that the specific Genetic Algorithm operators like selection, crossover and mutation have not significant time impact in the whole prediction process.
Forest fire simulations have arisen as the most significant task in terms of time requirements. Furthermore, taking into account that the genetic algorithm runs a considerable number of simulations, to reduce the time incurred in executing all these simulations is one of the main objectives to tackle. For this reason, fire progress simulation and evaluation were chosen as the set of tasks to be distributed through all available worker processes.
Due to master/worker communication pattern, genetic individual transmissions could became an application bottleneck. In order to avoid communication bottleneck performance penalties, Genetic Algorithm individuals were divided into chunks and these chunks were dealt through worker processes.
Taking in mind that each simulation has its own time requirements (it depends on fire progress, distance and velocity), chunks were distributed on demand, that means: when a worker ends the evaluation of a chunk, master process sends a non evaluated chunk to this worker (until all chunks are evaluated). The analysis of worker process times and total application response time, allow us conclude that correct load balance was achieved.
On the other hand, Computational and Analytical Methods accelerate Genetic Algorithm convergence. Using real fire progress knowledge, Genetic Algorithm is guided forward good individuals. Then, few Genetic Algorithm iterations are enough to achieve good results. In this way, iterations can be reduced in order to accelerate prediction process (decreasing application response time). Finally, the parallel DDDGA scalability was tested providing satisfactory results.
